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the first telugu movie which was released in the year 1970 was aatagara and it is said that “the first
telugu movie is having a lasting impact on the country”. it was directed by k. viswanath and produced

by b. nagi reddy. the first telugu movie to have a lasting impact on the country was ‘aatagara’. this
movie was made in 1970. at this time it was only just a local movie. this movie was such a huge success
that it created a lot of interest in the telugu movie industry. this movie was made in 1970 and released
in 1972. the first telugu movie to have an international impact was ‘chandamama’. it was made in the

year 1978 and released in 1982. this movie has garnered a lot of positive reviews and is considered as a
landmark movie in the telugu movie industry. this movie was directed by nandamuri balakrishna. it was

a movie that changed the perspective of film makers and audience in telugu. this movie was first
released in english then dubbed into telugu. this was the first movie to have a regional release. the

movie was also the first to use a computer graphics based animation for an important part of the movie.
this was in the year 1981. this movie was remade in hindi in 2003. this movie is much popular than the
original telugu movie. it was a huge hit and was a commercial success. telugu cinema is the most loved

genre of cinema. after hindi and kannada cinema, it is the third favorite genre of cinema. there is no
dearth of telugu movies that are releasing every now and then. the new movies released this year has
gathered a lot of positive reviews and has even got good box-office success. some of the movies which

released this year are of the great film makers like sarath kumar, puri jagannadh, kona venkat, ram
gopal varma, s.v. krishna reddy and s.s. rajamouli. in the upcoming years the telugu movie industry will

be more rich and great.
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cid serial is a story about dsp purvi.
purvi is a b.a. graduate and is a good

looking girl. purvi is a very good
dancer and a great actress. in cid

serial she is playing the role of purvi.
she is having a boyfriend shreya in

cid serial. shreya is a very good
actress. purvi is also having a

confusion about her past life. there is
a murder case. shreya is the prime
suspect of the murder case. in cid

serial purvi is going to get married to
shreya and purvi is going to have a
lover abhijeet who is her senior. she
wants to find out the past of shreya.
purvi goes to her lover abhijeet for
his help. abhijeet is an ips officer.

there is a secret behind the murder
case and purvi is going to reveal it.
meanwhile, she is also in the search

of her past life. the cid serial is a
gripping tale. the serial has a good
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number of episodes. the characters
are very well portrayed. the story is
intriguing. the telugu version of cid

serial is superb. the production
values of the serial is very good. i am
sure the telugu version of cid serial

will be liked by the viewers. the
episodes of cid serial will be very
entertaining. telugu movies are a
form of cinema in india. the year

2015 witnessed telugu films release
in all the regions in india. though

there was no clash between telugu
films and tamil or hindi films, but it is

to be seen if the situation will be
repeated in the near future. the

movie industry in telugu is
flourishing and all the upcoming
movies released in the year 2015
have gathered a good response.

some of the movies which released
this year are of the great film makers

like sarath kumar, puri jagannadh,
kona venkat, ram gopal varma, s.v.
krishna reddy and s.s. rajamouli. in
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the upcoming years the telugu movie
industry will be more rich and great.
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